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Peninsula Power secure a valuable point with a 1-1 draw  

at Olympic FC in the Brisbane Premier League 
Power is yet to confirm a finals berth and the chase for the final place in the top 6 is hotting up as Power 
maintain a one point lead over challengers Pine Hills with only two rounds remaining. 
Power fought back from a goal down in the second half against top four side Olympic FC at Yeronga 
after a first half that neither side dominated. 
The second half opened up with two goals and several more scoring chances and it was Power talisman 
Steven Forshaw that went close for the visitors when he headed just over the bar. 
However Olympic FC took their chance in the 65th minute for a 1-0 lead when former Roar star Hyuk Su 
Seo provided the perfect pass to striker Chris Hagell to find the net. 
 

Hardworking Power midfielder Zac Tung [left] then scored the equalizer 
when his strike was initially saved by Olympic FC goalkeeper Shannon 
Mancini, but a follow up header by Tung found the net. 
Mancini was the hero shortly after when Peninsula’s Warren Moon 
unleashed a powerful strike that was saved one handed by the Olympic 
custodian. 
But the match had one more twist when Olympic’s final attack of the game 
saw Power Captain Luke Gauci [right] clear a 
certain goal off the line with a desperate 
clearance that secured a point. 
Power Coach Terry Kirkham said “I was pleased 
to take a point away from Olympic today as we 
had two 17 year old players [John Marriaya and 

Jim Fairgrieves] earning their places in the first team and experienced Steven 
Forshaw  also adapting to a new role as striker”.  
 
Match highlights www.paulytv.com.au 
 
Power Reserves defeated Olympic FC  2-0 in Reserve grade with Scott Mc 
Neill and Alex Michell the goalscorers.  
 

This weeks Mens games 
Saturday 28th August at A.J. Kelly Park Kippa-Ring 
Brisbane Premier League – Peninsula Power v Beenleigh 
2.45pm Reserves - 5pm Main Game  
 
 

http://www.paulytv.com.au/

